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In this note we study the separation of two convex sets in the straight line 
spaces introduced by J. Cantwell and in the convexity spaces defined by 
W. Prenowitz and investigated by V. W. Bryant and R. J. Webster: in the last 
spaces we particularly generalize the theorem of Hahn-Banach and characterize 
the elements of a finite convex partition. 
1. STRAIGHT LINE SPACES 
In “Proceedings of the Conference on Convexity and Combinatorial 
Geometry at the University of Oklahoma” (June 1971) is included a rather 
long paper by J. Cantwell which is introduced by D. C. Kay as follows: 
the contents are rather remarkable and deserve attention. The paper builds a 
premise for convexity based on three simple properties of lines (essentially an 
order axiom, the two-point determination of a line, and a Pasch-type axiom), 
from which all of the classical non-metric theorems of convexity in finite- 
dimensional spaces is obtained or obtainable. 
We have particularly taken care of the part of this paper about the separa- 
tion of two sets [6; 71. We have first established the main statement of 
J. Cantwell (the first part of Theorem 7.5) was not correct without a sup- 
plementary hypothesis on sets A and B; afterwards we have generalized a 
classical separation theorem in a real linear space [3, 81 in the case of con- 
vexity in a straight line space. 
1.1. DEFINITIONS. We shall adopt the definitions and notations of 
J. Cantwell [6]. 
Consider a set X and a family L? of subsets of X. The members of X 
are called points, those of dp have a given total ordering and are referred to as 
lines. If a and b are two distinct points of a line L, then (a, b) will denote the 
points of L strictly between a and b; corresponding definitions hold for 
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[a, b), (a, b] and [a, b]. Moreover we shall introduce the convention that 
(a, u) = [a, a) = (a, u] = {a>. If x and y are two distinct points of a line L, 
R(x, y) = u (z EL: x $ (y, z)}. 
X is a straight line space if it satisfies the following axioms: (i) every line is 
order-isomorphic to the reals; (ii) every two distinct points a, b of X are 
contained in a unique line L(u, b); (iii) if a, b and c are three points of X, 
x E (a, c) and y E (x, b), then there exists z E (a, b) such that y E (c, z). 
C C X is convex if x, y E C implies [x, y] C C. If C is a convex set, we make 
the following definitions: 
and 
c = {x E x: Flu E c, [a, x) c C) 
intC={xEX:VuEC,ZlyEX,xE[u,y)CC); 
a convex set C is convex-open if given a E C and x E X there exists b E X with 
a E [x, b) and [a, b) C C. 
FisaJEatifx#yandx,yEFimplieL(x,y)CF;ifACX, 
$(A) = n {F: F 3 A, F is a flat}. 
A ffat H is a hyperplune if there exist two disjoint and nonempty convex sets 
HI and H, , such that X\H = HI u H2 and (a, b) n H # o when a E HI 
and b E H,: Rr = H u HI and Qs = H v H, [6; 6.61 are the two closed 
halfspaces associated with H, a hyperplane H separates two sets A and B if 
ACfl, and BCR2. 
1.2. AN EXAMPLE. The first part of Theorem 7.5 in [6] is the following: 
“if A and B are convex sets of a straight line space X with A n B = 0, 
then there exists a hyperplane H separating A and B.” 
Here is a counter-exampIe which invalidates this statement. Consider a 
linear basis B of a real linear space X, linearly ordered in such a way that B 
has no first element; X is obviously a straight line space. V. Klee has found 
two disjoint convex subsets A, A’ of X which are not separated by a hyper- 
plane. 
Indeed let A be the set of all finite linear combinations Cbsa X,b such that 
the first nonzero h, is positive, and A’ = CA = (0} u (-A); then each 
point of X is the endpoint of an open ray in A and also of an open ray in A’ 
[7; 2.31. Therefore if a hyperplane H separates &4 and A’, we get this contra- 
diction: 
kinA”==XCH. 
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J. Cantwell seems to have omitted the hypothesis H # X of his Theorem 
7.4; nevertheless we shall show that his Theorem 7.5 is true with a supple- 
mentary assumption. 
1.3. LEMMA 1. If A is a convex subset of a straight line space X, then 
intA = ~x~A:V~~EJE(A)\~XI,~Y, ,y2+z, x),yl #y2a~~~~(y~,y2)CA). 
Consequently, ;f A and B are convex sets such thatP(A) = j(B), A C B implies 
int A C int B. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary point a, of A and a point x of A such that 
for each a in$(A)\{x}, th ere exist two distinct points yi , y2 of L(a, x) with 
x E (yr , y2) C A. If a,, = x, then x E [a,, , a,,) C A. If a,, # x, a,, is inJE(A)\{x} 
and there exist yr , y2(y1 # y2) in L(a, , x) such that x E (yr , y2) C A; there- 
fore x E [a, , y2) C A or x E [a, , yr), thus x E int A. 
Suppose conversely x E int A and a ~jl(A)\(x}. The set A contains a 
point b such that x # b and a E R(x, b) [6; 4.41; by hypothesis it is possible 
to find a point yi such that x E [b, yi) C A. If y2 = 6, then (yr , y2} CL(a, x), 
YI +YS and XE(YI ,YJCA- 
The second part of this statement is a direct consequence of the first one. 
1.4. THEOREM 1. In a straight line space X, let A and B be two non-empty 
convex sets such that int A # % and j?(A) = X. There exists a hyperplane H 
separating A and B ;f and only if B n int A = 0. 
Proof. If B n int A = 0, there exist two convex sets C and D such that 
int A C C, B C D, C u D = X and C n D = o [6; 7.31. We shall first show 
that JE(int A) =$(A) = X. Clearly int A C A implies $(int A) CP(A). In 
order to prove the reverse containment, we can suppose f!(A) # int A; 
choose x s$(A)\int A and a E int A: there exists a point b of A\(a) such that 
x E R(a, b) [6; 4.41; then [a, b) C int A [6; 3.71. We deduce that 
x EL(~, b) Cj(int A). 
Apply the lemma: int(int A) C int C. Since 
C(intC)=intDu(CnD)=D 
[6, Theorem 7.41, D # X because the set int(int A) = int A [6; 3.91 is 
nonempty: H = c n D is thus a hyperplane [6; 7.41 which separates int A 
and B. 
We must still verify the hyperplane H separating int A and B also separates 
A and B. We show that A\int A lies in r?. Let x be a point of (A\int A) n Cc 
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and z E int A; x E int D [6; 7.41 and x E % implies the existence of a point h 
in [z, x) n H [6; 6.21 with [z, h] C C and (h, x) C int D. This is impossible 
because [z, x) C int A C C and C n int D = O. 
Conversely let H be a hyperplane separating A and B: there exist two 
complementary convex sets C and D with A C C, B C D and H = c-’ n D. 
By Lemma 1, int A C int C. But int C r) int C. Otherwise, consider x E int C 
and a E int C: there exists y such that x E [a, y) C C; moreover [a, y) C int C 
[6; 3.71, whence x E int C and int C = int C. 
Since int C == CD, B n int A C D n int C = O. 
1.5. COROLLARY 1. In a straight line space X, suppose A is a nonempty 
convex-open set and B is a nonempty convex set. There exists a hyperplane H 
separating A and B if and only if A n B = a. 
Proof. It is very easy to verify a convex-open set A satisfies int A = A 
[6, Theorem 6.41 and$(A) = X. So we can use Theorem 1. 
The results of J. Cantwell which follow his Theorem 7.5 are in fact based 
on this Corollary 1; thus they are true. 
2. CONVEXITY SPACES 
After having studied the separation of two convex sets in a straight line 
space, we shall study it in a more general space, i.e., in a convexity space; 
this theory has been started by V. W. Bryant and R. J. Webster [5]. 
2.1. PRELIMINARIES. Throughout, we shall adopt the definitions and 
notations of V. W. Bryant and R. J. Webster [4, 51. 
Let (X, .) be a pair where X is a nonempty set of points and . is a function 
which associates with each ordered pair of elements a, b of X a subset of X, 
denoted by eb; we shall define 
AB = u ab, 
&A 
beB 
a/b = {x: a E bx} and A/B = u a/b. 
@A 
baB 
The pair (X, .) is said to be a convexity space if it satisfies the following 
axioms: (i) ab # ,D, a/b # o ; (ii) a(bc) = (ab) c; (iii) (a/b) n (c/d) # ia 
implies ad n bc # o ; (iv) au = {a} = a/a; (v) ab n ac # m implies 
b = c, b E UC or c E ab. 
We shall write 
A” = {a: Vb, 3c E ab, UC C A} and A = {a: 3b, ab C A}. 
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A is said to be convex if AA C A and linear if A/A C A; the intersection 
of all convex sets which contain A is denoted by [A]. A hyperplane H is a 
nonempty maximal proper linear subset of X; two complementary, nonempty 
and convex sets C and D are associated with a given hyperplane H: & and b 
will be called the closed ha&spaces associated with H. A hyperplane H separates 
two sets A and B provided that A lies in one of the closed halfspaces associated 
with H and B lies in the other closed halfspace associated with H. 
Finally a convexity space is said to be complete if whenever A is convex, 
a E A and b $ A, there exists c E [{a, b}] such that ac C A and bc C CA. 
2.2. THEOREM 2. In a complete convexity space, suppose that A is a convex 
set such that 2 # o and B is a nonempty convex set. There exists a hyperplane H 
separating A and B if and only if a n B = a. 
Proof. If A n B = 0, then there exist two complementary convex sets C 
and D such that AC C and B C D [5; 31; since the space is complete, 
H = e n D is a linear set which is either a hyperplane or the whole space 
[5; 171. 
We show that H is in fact a hyperplane. AC C implies AC c [4; 141, 
whence AC c [4; 161; since CC = D [4; 151, r? # ,D implies LJ # X, 
whence H # X. Therefore e and D are the two closed halfspaces associated 
with H, the hyperplane H separates A and B because AC CC e and 
BCDCD. 
We must still prove that H also separates A and B. AC C implies 2 C e, 
L? C I? [4; 191 and A C &. 
Conversely, suppose that A and B are separated by a hyperplane H. For a 
point x of CH, consider the sets C = H v H/x and D = xH/H: C u D = X, 
C n D = D , e and 13 are the two closed halfspaces associated with H [5; 181. 
Moreover e = C because if there exists a point a in e\C, then 
aEDn&Csn&=HCC 
which contradicts the fact that a E C n D. 
We have for instance A C e = C and B CD, whence AC c; since 
r?=Clj,itfollowsthatAnBCr?nn=%. 
2.3. COROLLARY 2. In a complete convexity space, let A and B be two 
nonempty convex sets such that A # ,LZ and B C A^\A. There exists a hyperplane 
H containing B and one of the two closed ha&paces associbted with H contains A. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 the sets A and B can be separated by a hyperplane 
H: if e and 19 are the two closed halfspaces associated with=H, then we have 
for example A C eand B C d; therefore B C D n A C.B n C = b n e = H. 
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2.4. THEOREM 3. (Geometrical version of Hahn-Banach’s theorem). In a 
complete convexity space, suppose that B is a nonempty linear set and A is a 
convex set such that A # % . There exists a hyperplane H which separates A, B 
and contains B if and only if A r\ B = 0. 
Proof. For the sufficiency consider the set K = AU AB. We shall first 
prove K is convex. Let xi and xs be two points of K. If xi and x2 are points of 
A, then x1x2 C A because A is convex [4; 171. If x1 E A and x2 E AB, then 
there exist a E A and b E B such that x2 E ab: thus 
x1x2 C xl(ab) = (xlu) b C AB. 
If x1 E AB and x, E AB, then there exist a, , a2 in A and b, , b, in B such that 
xi E a,b, and x2 E a,b,: thus 
x1x:! C (44 (44 = [(44 4 b, = Kbd 4 b, = P&,41 4 C CBA”) B 
=(AB)B = A(BB)CABCK. 
Moreover A C K implies AC K, AC R and R # 0. 
We show that B n g = 0. If a point x of Z? lies in B, then x $ A implies 
x E AB: thus there exist a E A and b E B such that x E ab. It follows 
a E x/b C B/B C B, which contradicts the hypothesis A n B = 0. Finally 
it is easy to see that B C &. 
By Corollary 2 there exists a hyperplane H which contains B and such that 
a closed halfspace associated with H, for example e, contains K, thus A. 
But A” C e implies AC 6 or A^ C (s; therefore A C e. 
The necessity follows from Theorem 2. 
2.5. With V. W. Bryant and R. J. Webster, we shall say that a hyper- 
plane is a support hyperplane to the set A at a if a E a n Hand A is contained 
in one of the closed halfspaces associated with H. 
THEOREM 4. In a complete convexity space, let A be a convex set such that 
A f ES and A = a # X; A is the intersection of all closed halfspaces associated 
with his support hyperplanes. 
Proof. Choose a point a of CA and a point b of A. We first show that there 
exists a point c in ab n A n CA. By completeness there exists 
c E ab u {a} u (6) 
such that bc CA and ac C CA; it is easy to see that c E A\A”, whence c $ {a, 6) 
and c E ab. 
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By Corollary 2 there exists a support hyperplane H to A at c. For a point x 
of CH, consider the sets C = H u H/x and D = xH/H: we have seen in the 
proof of Theorem 2 that e = C and B are the two closed halfspaces associated 
with H. We have for example A C C; thus a C c = Cfi and b $ H. It follows 
a E D, which contradicts the fact c E &? n H = i? n H. The point a is not 
in the closed halfspace associated with H and containing A. 
2.6. A partition of a space X will be said convex partition if it is com- 
posed of convex sets [2]. We shall characterize the elements of a finite convex 
partition. At first we give two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. In a convexity space, if A is convex such that a # 0, then 
&A. 
Proof. A C a implies A” C 2. We must show the reverse containment. 
Choose an arbitrary point x of 2 and an arbitrary point k of A; we will 
assume without loss in generality that k # x. There exist a point z in x/k 
and a point u in xx such that ux C a. u E A = a implies uk CA. But 
u E zx C x(x/k) C xx/k = x/k [4; 31; it follows x E uk, whence x E A. 
LEMMA 3. In a complete convexity space, let A be a convex set such that 
d # a. If x $ A^, then there exists a hyperplane H separating A and {x} such 
that x $ H. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, A=# @. Since A = A^, Theorem 4 gives a closed 
halfspace D associated with a support hyperplane H to A such that a C b 
and x # b. The hyperplane H associated with li is as required. 
THEOREM 5. Let 9 = (A,, A, ,..., A,) be a convex partition of a complete 
convexity space. If A, # m for each j E {I, 2,..., n}, then a, is the intersection 
of less than n closed halfspaces. 
Proof. For each element Ak of B\{AJ there exists a hyperplane Hh 
separating Ai and Ak (Theorem 2): if ck and i& are the two closed halfspaces 
associated with Hk , we have for example Aj C ck and A, C D,; by the proof 
of Theorem 2 we can choose C, such that Ck = &k; thus Aj C cik and 
a, C C, . Theorefore 
AjC (-) c,. 
kq1*2,...,n)\(~) 
In order to prove the reverse containment, suppose that there exists a point 
x in 
n c, n CAj . 
KE(1,2,....n)\(g 
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Since a, is nonempty, there exists a hyperplane H which separates Aj from 
(x} and which does not contain the point x (Lemma 3): if e and fi are the 
two closed halfspaces associated with H, we may assume Aj C e = C and 
XED. 
Choose y E &: by completeness, y E k& C c and x E 17, there exists a 
point h of xy u {x, y} such that hx C D and hy C C [5; 131; the point h is in 
c n B = H, it is different from x and y, it is thus in xy. 
Let z be a point of xh: 
z E xy n AX C n c;,nix n Ck n CJ, . 
kql,z,....n)\(~} ns{l*2....,n)\(j) 
But B is a partition of X: there exists p E (1, 2,..., n}\(j) such that 
z E A, C BP , whence the contradiction z E D, n c, . Therefore 
n C,CAj 
ke(l,2,...,n)\{~) 
and & is the intersection of less than n closed halfspaces. 
2.7. COROLLARY 3. In a complete convexity space, let B = (A, , A, ,..., An) 
be a convex partition such that k& # 0 for each j E (1, 2,..., n}. The set 
is linear. 
Proof. We can suppose C9 is not the whole space X. Let Hjk be a hyper- 
plane separating two distinct elements Aj and A, (j < k) of 8: we shall 
denote ckj and cjk the two closed halfspaces associated with Hjk and, 
respectively, containing A, and Aj . The proof of Theorem 5 gives 
A, = n cjk 
kql,z,...,n)\(i} 
for eachj E {1,2 ,..., n}. 
Therefore 
= h f) (Cj, n CT,,) = fi fi Hjk . 
j=1?+j+1 j=l j=lc+1 
C’, is the intersection of hyperplanes; it is thus linear [4; 51. 
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